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Briefing of policy issues and strategies for regional development

In the early stages

Since the early 1980s

Recently

•Concentrated to accelerate the expansion of manufacturing
industries and infrastructure development

• Largely

concerned with the equalization of economic
development between regions

•more concerned in dealing with new issues and problems
arising from globalization and polarization

Polarization between the Capital region and the other regions
has not been alleviated but rather more widened
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Four megatrends
1. Globalization
• Globalization refers to the trend toward countries joining
together economically
• Globalization is not the total solution to the world
• Glocalization is a proposed solution to the perceived problems of
globalization

2. Urbanization
• the physical growth of urban areas derived from rural migration
• Three main trends in urbanization
(1) Development of mega cities
(2) Mega regions
(3) Mega corridors
• In Korea, the proportion of the population living in Urban areas 80%
in 2010
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3. Wide divergence in growth b/n countries
and even b/n regions w/n a country
• The world has become richer but growth is not equally distributed in all areas
• Korea also developed inequalities of household income b/n urban and rural
areas, in addition to regional differences

•Major reason of inequalities between the Capital region and other regions
: fundamental differences in controlling resources regarding public and business
decision making

4. New Regionalism Policies
•

Along with 'globalization', a new regionalism has been emerged. That is,
globalization and regionalism are only two facets of a single integrated reality

• In favor of a ‘new regionalism’, Ohmae, K. famously pronounced “the end of
the nation state” in recognition of how nation-states had forfeited
their role as engines of wealth creation to regional economies (Ohmae, 1995).
• One of the key competitiveness strategies in the 21st century must focus
on development of sustainable knowledge-based regions
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Objectives of the RDAs in U.K.
:
:
:
:
:

to further economic development and regeneration
to promote business efficiency and competitiveness
to promote employment
to contribute to sustainable development
to enhance the development and application of skills
relevant to employment

RDA: Non-departmental public bodies,
charged with driving economic development, business efficiency,
investment and competitiveness, employment, skills,
and sustainable development in their regions
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RDAs are hard to solve some issues

: for example, faced by individual local governments: these cause the need
to build an innovative local-owned and based economic model.

RDAs

DCLG

BIS
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Korea is one of the few countries in the world that has managed
radically to transform its domestic economy
: The creation of domestic industrial capacities
: The development of education and skills
: infrastructure building
But the catching up has not been translated into equal opportunities for
all the provinces in the country.
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About 50% of total national GDP is generated by Seoul &Gyeonggi Provinces

Figure 1. Contribution to national GDP by province, Korea, 1990 and 2010
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Regional disparity is linked to limited access to top quality education and
a shortage of opportunities for entrepreneurial development in the regions

Since mid-1990s, several attempts have been made to
counterbalance the trends of over-concentrations, economic
activities, business services, and top quality education in Capital

Some improvement, but education and business opportunities
are still highly concentrated in the Capital region
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Since the 1960s, Korea has been a well known success case of
catching up and now becomes one of the G 20 countries and 12th
largest trading country in the world.
: By pursuing the famous strategy of selection and concentration

Of course, Korea has implemented various policy efforts to
support a more balanced development b/n regions and to foster the
development of regional innovation systems.
1) 1st National Territorial Development Plan (1972-82): to ensure the
efficient use of national land resources and the expansion of economic
infrastructure for a rapid industrial development
2) 2nd National Territorial Plan (1980s): to emphasize social development
and the welfare of the people, particularly those in the lagging regions

3) 3rd National Territorial Plan (1990s): concerned with a balanced growth
in lagging regions along with the improvements in quality of life and the
environment
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a considerable improvement in industrial infrastructures,
housing and other living conditions
However, upsurge of the “regional development question”
was ignited by the followings:
. severe polarization

. increased importance of regions in the globalization
. consolidation of democracy
. search for new sources of growth in the aftermath of the 1997
. shift towards the knowledge economy paradigm
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First phase
(1998-2003)

• a “specialized” policy implemented through specific programs
targeting strategic industries in few selected provinces
• 4 Major Specialized Regional Industrial Promotion Program(RIPP)
to develop industrial clusters outside the Capital region

Second phase
(2003-08)

•balanced development as a national priority introduced in order
to reduce disparities between regions and favoring deconcentration
outside the Capital region
• RIPP was extended and implemented to other regions
(4+9 Regional Promotion Program)

third phase
(2009-present)

•focused on mobilizing growth in regions
• 5+2 Mega-Economic Regional Leading Industries Program b/n regions
beyond administrative boundaries

Today regional policy aims to mobilize untapped sources of growth
and marshal innovation potential in all regions
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Table 2. Evolution of policies for regional development in Korea (pp. 11-12)
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Table 2. cont.
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1. Inputs and outcomes of 1st and 2nd phase regional
development policies (4+9 RIPP)
Table 3. Regional Strategic Industries (or key industries) in Cities and Provinces (p. 15)
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Table 4. Investment by Project Type

Unit : billion Korean Won, (%)

Note: 305.7 for Technoparks(’97-’12) are not included

Korean government has provided a total of 2.56 trillion KRW
: Four regions have been provided an annual average of 41.3 billion won per region
: Nine regions have been provided an annual average of 13.7 billion won per region
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Early to evaluate the first and second phase regional development policies
: Focused on establishing and replenishing the infrastructures
: Generally speaking, Successful
Ex) By establishing research and industrial infrastructures in regions

Participating companies are higher than non-participants
Table 5. Performance of Participants vs. Non-participants

Note: 305.7 for Technoparks(’97-’12) are not included
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Table 6. Trends in Annual Export Growth Rates(Manufacturing) (Unit: billion $, %)

(Source: PCRD(2009), Year 2009 Annual Report of Regional Development Planning

The Capital area fell from 39.1% to 29.3% in the 2002-2009
Non-Capital areas rose from 60.9% to 70.7%
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Regions: better locations to start businesses better than the Capital area
Table 7. Start-up Growth Rates by Regions

Source: KIAT(2011), Current States of Regional Industry Promotion Policy

Establishing 18 technoparks as regional innovation hubs
Table 8. Performance by TechnoPark (TP)

Source: KIAT(2011), Current States of Regional Industry Promotion Policy
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2. Inputs and outcomes of 3rd phase regional development
policies (5+2 Mega-Economic regional policies)
: To stimulate cooperative and coordinative efforts b/n regional authorities
: To overcome the criticism for a lack of efficiency of the previous regional
policy in public investments

5 Mega-Economic Regions are composed by provinces and have at least 5
million inhabitants

The Leading Industries Program aimed to support job creation and
regional growth by targeting 12 Leading Industries in the Mega-regions

The government has provided a total of 762.2 billion KRW
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Table 9. 5+2 Mega-Economic Regional Leading Industry Investment
by Project Type & Mega-Economic Region

Unit : billion won
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Very Early to evaluate the third phase regional development policies
: Especially due to heavy R&D investments
: Generally speaking, Successful
Ex) By establishing research and industrial infrastructures

Performance of 5+2 Mega-Economic Regional Leading Industry Project
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3. Contributions
: Nurturing regional industries
: The growth rate and productivity have slowly but steadily increased

First phase or Introductory period (1998-2002)
: Restructuring the regional old industry and establishing infrastructures
and new growth engine
Second phase or Expansionary period (2003-08)
: Visible outcomes are increased sales and R&D investments
: Participants in R&D projects enjoyed additional benefits

Third phase (2009-present)
: Introduce, try, and stimulate collaboration across regions
: Support to local industry also helped increase FDI in the regions
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4. Problems
First phase or Introductory period (1998-2002)
: About half of the total budget was earmarked for infrastructure
: Daegu and Busan’s industries are now regarded as declining
: Heavily influenced by local politics

Second phase or Expansionary period (2003-08)
: Little investment to S/W programs
: Little cooperation or alliance b/n administrative boundaries and industries
Third phase (2009-present)

: Local governments didn’t cooperate well with each other
within mega-economic regions unlike expected
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Nevertheless, regional disparity has not been remarkably
reduced, and even persisted
1. Still heavily centralized government and lack of local initiatives
and autonomy
: Self-reliant financial ratio of local governments is very low
: Serious lack of business activities and professional services outside
the Capital region

. Devolve power and budget to local governments
. Korean government should play the role of coordinator and in
some initiate new projects according to the national agendas
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2. Lack of management capabilities of local governments
. Despite limited empowerment and budget, local governments have
recently increased initiative efforts to stimulate the local economy
. Local governments still have no adequate expertise and experiences
in planning and development

The central government should nurture improvements in the quality
of public administration at the local level
by providing consulting service and training program or promoting
secondment practices
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3. Lack of coordination and poor governance
Mega-Economic Regional Development Committee and Leading Industry
Offices don’t communicate
: Because their respective supervising organizations are different
Adopted policy measures and strategies were not effective enough
to achieve policy goals

More careful and detailed policy measures for the promotion of a
mega-economic region : ex. Consolidation of regional administrative
units and well prepared policy measures
Another serious challenge is how to empower new institutions
in the face of Technoparks
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4. Heavily focused on industrial policy and investment in
infrastructures at the cost of human resource development

Regional development overlooks human resource development

Talented young people who were educated in regions left regions

SMEs in regions outside Capital areas, have had very hard time in
recruiting young talents

A key challenge: to encourage the attraction and retention of talent in
regions
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5. Frequent choice of fashionable industries by regional governments
despite their poor fit with regional growth engines

Local politicians focus on visibility to their constituents and news media
: They don’t care their local’s core competences or regional embeddedness
: A few influential stakeholders chose leading industries

Hare

Rabbit
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6. Needs for local partnership in conjunction with mega-economic
regional policies
We have to take note of UK’s recent introduction of LEP program
: locally-owned partnerships between local authorities and businesses
and play a central role in determining local economic priorities
: It is a key vehicle for economic growth and decentralization

RDA

LEP

Korea needs to learn from LEPs concept
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Hare

Rabbit

Industries

People-oriented

Infrastructure

Mega-region

Software centered

Locals
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1. Institutionalizing proper governance

As-Is

To-Be

empwer

enlarge

Ministry
PCRD should not be just a presidential committee,
but Ministry of Regions & Local Community Development, (MRLCD)
which has real power and budget:
ex. by merging PCRD and Agency of SMEs and transforming it into ministry
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2. Introducing two track approaches in the development of
national industries

Regional governments

Central government

2-Track

Hare

Rabbit
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3. Placing priority to nurturing human resources in alliance with
developing industries

LINC Projects are expected to relieve some current problems in regions

Regions

HRM

Locals
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4. Shifting orientations from infrastructure to software

As-Is

To-Be

Infra-structure

Software

it is time to invest money and other resources in software programs
rather than hardware
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5. Introducing MEEP models from local level while implementing
RDA from national level
New model called MEEP

Municipality

MEEP

Enterprise

Education
Partnership
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Regional development should be regarded as an important policy
: an ends to develop regions themselves rather than
a means to promote national economic and industrial growth

Polarization and aging are two big challenges ahead
: Centralized approach Is not sufficient.
Developing and empowering regions, nurturing HR, supporting SMEs,
fostering basic research, and thus reducing polarization are key
challenges for Korea

Korea needs further to improve the governance at the local level
Ex) MRLCD, MEEP
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It is important to note that institutionalized good governance,
introduced new systems and empowerment to local governments
are not a guarantee of success.
Most Important: to establish effective management system
: A mechanism is required to protect against abuse of power in local level.
That is, “committee for local community development” including
local government, businessmen, NGOs, professors, researchers

Local decisions should be made by those who have strong
ownership in their regions
: allow maximum self-regulation in regional projects
while central government monitors and evaluates them and then gives
incentives and thus block grants should be increased

Regions and locals do act like regions and locals respectively
: A key challenge is to increase the capacity of local governments and
establish effective local governance
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